


Our mission is to create innovative products 
that meet three requirements: functionality, 
high quality standards and a�ordable price.

Each of our products is designed according to 
the rules of User and Human Centered Design.

Our ultimate vision is to redesign everyday life 
through solutions that the market doesn’t o�er 
yet.

Redesigning 
daily life.
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Micro-USB

USB-C Lightning

inCharge is available with lightning connector, 
MicroUSB and USB-C, so it’s compatible with

 most of the devices out there.
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the original 
keyring cable.
inCharge is a very simple product, yet so use-
ful that we believe everybody should own one. 

Low battery anxiety is a common problem to-
day. inCharge solves this issue by always being 
available when needed.

Magnetic closure
you can snap it onto your keyring 
and carry it with you every day.

Flexibility 
you can comfortably use 

your phone while on charge.

Dual 
(Lightning

+
MicroUSB)

Logo Logo



One cable to rule 
them all.
Looking for a cable compatible with every 
portable device? You just found it!

inCharge 3 allows you to charge all devices 
with a single cable, all you need is a standard 
USB port. 

Fully customizable
with your logo.

Input

Output

USB

Dual 
(Lightning

+
MicroUSB)

USB-C
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The Swiss Army
Knife of Cables.
Attention to detail, durable materials and  premium 
quality connectors are the key values that make 
inCharge 6 a real masterpiece.

N52 Magnets. 
The highest magnets 

grade possible.

Metal housing.
The zync-aluminium alloy 

ensures components’ 

protection and stability 

over time.

Anti-slide system. 
Designed to never lose your 

inCharge 6



One for all.
The inCharge 6 patented design 

allows to charge any portable 

device from any power source.
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USB-C

USB-C

USB

Dual
(Lightning+MicroUSB)

Logo Logo



One cable 
for  any device.

Input

USB-C

USB

Dual 
(Lightning

+
MicroUSB)

USB-C

Output

Nowadays, we are surrounded by portable 
devices, with many di�erent output and 
input connections. 

Thanks to its patented design, inCharge 6 
Light is compatible with virtually all of them, 
thus eliminating the need of carrying around 
many di�erent cables. 

Light
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The functional 
give away.
What’s the purpose of a giveaway?
Of course, to make your Brand stick in 
people’s minds.
 
inCharge 6 is so innovative and useful, 
that your customers will use and carry it 
around every day, thus being continuously 
exposed to your Brand. 6.



The Swiss Army
Knife of Cables.
All the cables you need in a tiny EDC 
keyring cable. The search for the perfect 
cable is over.
inCharge 6 Light is specifically designed 
with our promotional customers in mind. 

From the cable to the housing color, from 
the logo to the packaging, we o�er a fully 
customizable experience. 

Custom housing 
and cable color.

Any Pantone ® is available  
to customize your inCharge
in the most personal way 
possible. 
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inCharge 6 features both charge and sync, 
allowing the user to quickly transfer data 
from portable devices to computers and 
vice versa.

Charge & sync.
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The power bank you 
will actually use!
The problem with regular power banks? 
Once they discharge, most of the times people 
forget to charge them back.

This is why we designed TAU, an ultra-compact 
power bank that snaps onto your keychain. 
Thanks to its magnetic charging dock, users 
will just have to hang their keys for TAU to 
start charging right away. 
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Compatible with 
every device.

Thanks to integrated USB-C, Lightning and 
MicroUSB connectors, Tau is compatible 
with every portable device. 

USB-C

DUAL
(Lightning

+
MicroUSB)
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65 mm

45 mm

cable color.
Any Pantone ®  is available   

to customize your 
TAU in the most 

personal way possible.  

Fully customizable
with your logo.
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Keyring opening

Magnetic 
charging pin
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